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Dear students as we all know due to covid-19 threat we have to do work from home only. As you 

know I am sharing this paper with Dr Rakesh Sihmar. As per my lecture I have to cover two unit 

namely unit-1 and unit-IV. As per the syllabus we have covered many parts of syllabus before mid 

sem. break. In unit-I we have covered all reading before the mid sem break except one which I am 

going to discuss in this e-content. The content is following: 

1. India’s Tryst with Destiny (A Multitude of labour laws and their reform) by Jagdish Bhagwati 

and Arvind Panagariya. 

The main issue student need to understand in this reading is that why Indian entrepreneurs is 

reluctant to employee more labour especially in case of labour intensive enterprise. it means why 

Indian manufacturing are fail to generate more employment in Indian economy. the reason is as 

following: 

A) Slow growth of manufacturing (international comparisons) 

B) poor performance of labour intensive manufacturing (compare with china) 

C) High and Rising capital-intensity in production. 

D) Link to firm size distribution (Middle size enterprise are missing) compare with east and 

south east Asian countries 

E) The neglect of labour and Land Market (No reform in land and labour market like goods 

market reforms in 1991) 

F) A multitude of labour laws ( The argument is that Indian entrepreneurs face requirements laid 

out in a multitude of legislation from centre and state because labour comes under concurrent 

list both union and state power list in constitution. The labour law which is meant for labour 

protection is really imposing burden on enterprises and they opt to be small in size where the 

labour laws cannot be applicable. The labour laws which is hindering the expansion of firm 

size and growth need to be understand are as following: 

I) Trade union act 1926  

II) State insurance act 1948 

III) The factories act 1948 

IV) Employee’s provident and miscellaneous act 

V) Maternity benefit act 

VI) Payment of gratuity act 1972 



VII) Workmen’s compensation act 1923 and most important is  

VIII) Industrial Dispute act (IDA) 1947 

Students are advise to go through in detail of all these laws from the main reading material. What is 

important is to link these labour laws with the low growth of Indian manufacturing sector resulting 

low employment generation in manufacturing sector. 

Section B 

Section b of  this reading discuss the counter argument given by Bhagwati and Pangariya in context of 

why people are sceptics of the adverse impact of labour laws are wrong under the different points 

1) lack of literacy among potential labour 

2) Women workers and labour laws 

3) In time delivery of labour intensive products 

4) Growing size of firm and credit requirement 

5) Primary survey of enterprises never point out the labour laws  

6) Labour laws are concern on paper not on ground 

7) Labour laws only apply to tiny section of labour market. 

Student should go in detail from main reading for more clarity. If not understanding can contact me 

through phone or other social media. 

Finally this paper discuss about need to reform in labour laws so that growth rate of enterprises will 

increase and generate more employment in the economy. The student need to understand how labour 

laws are hindering growth in Indian manufacturing sector and what reform we need to do in labour 

laws. Last section of this paper discuss about the need of labour laws reforms under the heading of  

Labour laws: What must be Done?( Mostly emphasising on reform in IDA, students need to go 

through it in detail) 

Note: The above points are like hints to understand major issues and arguments related to the 

respected reading. The students are advise to go through full text which is given in your 

reading and online as well.  If there is any problem to understand the above highlighted issues 

you may contact me personally through phone or we can discuss through other social media 

or apps. 

 


